## TIME – TABLE

**Date & Day** | **Civil Engineering** | **Electrical & Electronics Engineering** | **Electronics & Communication Engineering** | **Mechanical Engineering** | **Computer Science & Engineering** | **Information Technology** | **Artificial Intelligence & Data Science**
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---
12-07-2023 (Wednesday) | Building Materials & Construction | Circuits & Networks | Electronic Devices | Engineering Mechanics | Data Structures ** | Data Structures ** | Data Structures **
13-07-2023 (Thursday) | Engineering Mechanics | Python @ Programming | Python @ Programming | Engineering Materials | Python @ Programming | Python @ Programming | Python @ Programming
14-07-2023 (Friday) | Elements of Electrical & Electronics Engineering | -- | Electrical Circuits | Basic Electrical & Electronics Engineering | -- | -- | --

Copy to All HODs for Circulation among Staff
Copy to All Notice Boards.

|$ $ Common to All
# $ Common to EEE, CSE, IT & AI&DS
@ $ Common to EEE, ECE, CSE, IT & AI & DS
* $ Common to CE & ME
** $ Common to CSE, IT & AI&DS